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  OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS 
  Choose the correct option: 1x15=15 

  
  1) Grasslands are not found in the continent of - 
     a) Africa     b) Asia     c) Antarctica     d) Australia   

 
  2)  The following is not tropical grasslands - 
     a) Pampas     b) Savanna     c) Llanos     d) Campos 

 
  3)  Tropical grasslands are found in both the hemispheres between the latitudes -  
     a) 15° - 25°     b) 10° - 20°     c) 5° - 15°     d) 0° - 10° 

 
  4) The climate of the Savanna region is - 
     a) temperate       b) both tropical & temperate        c) neither tropical nor temperate                     
d) tropical 

 
  5)   The soil of the tropical grasslands is - 
      a) shallow & infertile      b) deep & fertile    c) shallow & fertile      d) deep & infertile 

 
  6)  During rainy season savanna grasses attain a height of - 
      a) 4.5 feet    b) 4.5 inches    c) 4.5 metres   d) 4.5 yards 

 
  7) Drought resistant trees are those which can adapt well and survive in conditions of - 
       a) dryness    b) moistness     c) dampness      d) wetness        
     



 
  8) The fresh flesh eating animals are called - 
      a) herbivores    b) omnivores    c) carnivores   d) detritivores 

 
  9) The following is not a herbivorous animal of the tropical grasslands - 
      a) antelope    b) hyena    c) okapi      d) gazelle  

 
  10) The following is not a carnivorous animal of the tropical grasslands -  
       a) leopard      b) cheetah      c) jackal      d) zebra 

 
  11)  The Maasai tribals wander from place to place in search of    - 
      a) food    b) dress    c) knowledge     d) friends 

 
  12) Hemp and sisal are - 
       a) food crops       b) beverage crops      c) fibre crops      d) medicinal crops 

 
  13)  The Maasai tribe is not found in -    
       a) Tanzania    c) Uganda     c) Rwanda     d) Kenya 

 
  14)  The following is not a food crop - 
      a) banana        b) cotton       c) sugarcane     d) cocoa 

 
  15) The antlers of the elks refer to their - 
        a) whiskers        b) hooves        c) tusks       d) horns 
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